Abstract: Mesenchymal stem cells have awakened a great deal of interest in regenerative medicine due to their plasticity, and immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory properties. They are high-yield and can be acquired through noninvasive methods from adult tissues. Moreover, they are nontumorigenic and are the most widely studied. On the other hand, induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells can be derived directly from adult cells through gene reprogramming. The new iPS technology avoids the embryo destruction or manipulation to generate pluripotent cells, therefore, are exempt from ethical implication surrounding embryonic stem cell use. The pre-differentiation of iPS cells ensures the safety of future approaches. Both mesenchymal stem cells and iPS cells can be used for autologous cell transplantations without the risk of immune rejection and represent a great opportunity for future alternative therapies. In this review we discussed the therapeutic perspectives using mesenchymal and iPS cells.
Introduction
The "stemness" of a stem cell can be defined by two important properties: the ability of self-renewal and the capacity to differentiate into mature cell types. 1 The ability of stem cells to differentiate into specific mature lineages is called plasticity and this is the most important property in the content of cell-based therapy.
Various cell types can potentially be used for clinical studies, including embryonic stem cells (ESC), isolated from the inner cell mass of blastocysts; 2 stem cells isolated from adult tissues like the mesenchymal stem cells (MSC); and induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells which are adult somatic cells reprogrammed to pluripotency. 3 Several studies have been conducted to identify, characterize, and differentiate stem cells from various sources. 4, 5 From stem cells' isolation, quantification, and expansion, their future application in human and animal cell therapy is expected. 6 MSC are multipotent stem cells present in adult tissues, such as bone marrow, muscle, liver, and adipose tissue. These cells are highlighted by their abundance and easy collection. iPS cells are the most promising among those classified as pluripotent because of their high plasticity, similar to ESC, without its controversial origin. This review is aimed to discuss and compare the general insights and clinical applications of MSC and iPS cells. The interest in these two distinct cell types comes from their high potential therapeutic associated to the numerous advantages over the other cell lineages, such as easy harvest and high yield, greater proliferation capacity, and high plasticity. Moreover, the iPS cells can be easily differentiated into MSC with similar properties than traditional MSC.
In general, a stem cell is defined as a cell with the ability to divide for an indefinite period of time throughout the life of an individual (self-renewal) and, under appropriate conditions and specific signals, can differentiate into a variety of lineages, with different characteristics and specialized functions (differentiation). According to the differentiation potential, stem cells are classified as totipotent, pluripotent, multipotent, oligopotent, and unipotent. 1 Totipotent and pluripotent stem cells correspond to ESC. Totipotent cells are found in the zygote in early stage of development (up to 32-cell embryo) and pluripotent cells are found in the inner cell mass of the blastocyst (between 32-64 cells). 7 Totipotent cells have the capacity to generate all cell types, including embryonic and extra embryonic tissues. Pluripotent stem cells can give rise to the three germ layer: endoderm, mesoderm and ectoderm, but not the extra embryonic tissues. 8, 9 Such differentiation can generate, for example, myocytes, hepatocytes, and neurons. [8] [9] [10] Multipotent stem cells are present in various adult organs and can differentiate into many cell types, usually from the same embryonic germ layer as MSC and hematopoietic stem cells. 5 Oligopotent cells have less ability to differentiate and unipotent stem cells can only generate one mature cell type. Therefore, oligopotent and unipotent stem cells are called progenitor cells. 7 The ESC are able to form spontaneous multicellular structures in vitro known as embryonic body. These structures have elements of all three germ layers and can give rise to many types of specialized cells such as cardiomyocytes, neurons, and other hematopoietic progenitors. 10, 11 ESC can be extensively expanded in culture without losing their pluripotency and self-renewing capacity, when factors to prevent their differentiation are used. Therefore, the advantage of using ESC is the ability to proliferate indefinitely and to generate a wide variety of cell groups. These features allow the manipulation in vitro in order to produce specific precursor cell lines for the treatment of various diseases. 10, 12 Despite the high plasticity, the use of ESC entails ethical implications due to blastocyst destruction for their isolation.
Adult stem cells have lower plasticity than ESC; however, they stand out in terms of their abundance, easy access, and high yield. These cells can be acquired through noninvasive methods from adult tissues and therefore are exempt from the typical ethical limitations. 13 In the body, they are tissue specific, and respond to specific stimuli to regulate the homeostasis and replacement of dead cells. 5, 14 It is known that pluripotent cells express a unique set of factors responsible for the state of pluripotency, and an interconnected network of regulatory genes is responsible for the development and maintenance of pluripotency in embryos. 15, 16 Recently, Takahashi and Yamanaka generated a new technology to achieve pluripotent stem cells from adult somatic cells. By the integration of pluripotent transcription factors into the genome of the cells, totally differentiated cells can be reprogrammed to acquire an induced pluripotent state. These cells are called iPS cells.
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MSC
MSC are a type of multipotent stem cell and can be isolated from various adult or fetal tissues and membranes, 18, 19 including fat, bone marrow, umbilical cord blood, 20-22 dental pulp, 23 placenta, and muscle. 24 In vivo, MSC provide structural support in different organs and regulate the flow of some substances. The stromal origin is characterized by their quick adhesion in culture surface as well as their fibroblastic-like morphology. In addition, they present a high and fast proliferation in simple and accessible culture medium and can be maintained in vitro without karyotype alterations for several passages. 25 MSC have the ability to differentiate into several cell types such as adipocytes, osteocytes, and chondrocytes, from the mesodermal germ layer. 14, 26 This plasticity depends on the extra-cellular matrix environment and soluble growth factors. 27 Some authors could induce the differentiation of MSC in cells of other embryonic germ layers, such as neurons, 28 which are originated in ectoderm, and hepatocytes, derived from endoderm. 29 However, the differentiation into nonmesodermal tissues is still controversial due to a lack of in vivo results. 22 Due to their plasticity, the MSC are considered the most important cell type for regenerative medicine, and are the most widely studied in preclinical and clinical trials. Their advantages for clinical application include the easy isolation and high yield, high plasticity, and the ability to mediate inflammation and to promote cell growth, cell differentiation, and tissue repair by immunomodulation and immunosuppression, and are exempt from ethical implications. [30] [31] [32] Besides, MSC do not form teratomas after transplantation, ensuring safety to the host.
The MSC derived from bone marrow have been the most intensively studied; however, invasive procedures are required for their isolation and the quantity and quality of isolated cells vary according to the donor age. Low frequencies of MSC are found in bone marrow aspirates compared to the total cells compounding the bone marrow stroma. 33 Due to 
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Clinical applications of MSC and iPS cells cell population heterogeneity, their immunogenic properties depend on numerous settings such as isolation methods, surface and culture medium, plating density, and chemical products supplementation. 25 Therefore, the identification of alternative sources of MSC has been the focal point of recent researches. Between different sources of MSC, the adipose tissue is highlighted for their accessibility and the abundance of isolated cells. 13, 26, [34] [35] [36] Each isolation results in approximately 100-fold more cells than the bone morrow isolation, 37 and the process is less invasive.
14 MSC are heterogeneous; therefore, their immunophenotypic profile and plasticity varies among species, source, and passage. 37 However, MSC positively express a combination of surface markers: CD29, CD73, CD90, CD105, CD44 and CD166 and are negative to CD14, CD31, CD34 and CD45. The expression pattern of some surface markers is controversial, for example, CD34 in humans, 14, 38 CD44 in ovines, 39, 40 and CD44 and CD105 in rabbits. 41, 42 Besides classified as multipotents, MSC express a relatively high level of pluripotent markers related to ESC, such as OCT4, NANOG, and SOX2. 14, 21, 24 These transcription factors are involved in the regulation of the multipotency, self-renewal, and proliferation of MSC. 21, 24 The OCT4 is evolved in the initial development of mammals and is essential for the formation of embryos' inner cell mass and ESC maintenance.
15 SOX2 regulates the expression of OCT4 and maintains the pluripotent state of ESC, and NANOG is required for the maintenance of nondifferentiated state and self-renewal of stem cells. 21 As described eariler, these factors also play a key role in the pluripotency state of iPS cells.
iPS cells
The iPS cells are generated from the induction of expression of transcription factors associated with pluripotency, allowing a differentiated somatic cell to reverse its condition to the embryonic stage. Takahashi and Yamanaka developed this technique where four transcription factors, OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and C-MYC (shown by the acronym OSKM), were incorporated into the genome of mouse 17 and human somatic cells. 43 The discovery of such technology was based on the hypothesis that nuclear reprogramming is a process driven by factors that play a critical role in maintaining the pluripotency of ESC. 17, 44 iPS cells could imply the elimination of ethical issues and problems of rejection after transplantation, as they can be collected from the patient (autologous), expanding the possibilities of research. 13, 17 It is well known that one or several transcriptional factors can convert one cell to another. Although, the mechanisms whereby exogenous factors change the epigenetic state remains unknown. Although Yamanaka factors are the most used, other combinations of factors were tested successfully, such as the replacement of C-MYC and KLF4 by NANOG and LIN28 45 or excluding the factor C-MYC. 46 The field of induced pluripotency has been growing exponentially in the last years. The efficiency, reliability, and security are crucial to the success of reprogramming and the method for introduction of transcription factors in the cells is a very significant step. Conventional reprogramming techniques depend on the stable integration of transgenes, but it can introduce the current risk of insertional mutagenesis. Thus, several nonintegrative reprogramming techniques have been developed to improve the quality of the generated MSC. 47 The integrative systems consist of viral vectors, such as retroviruses 17 and lentiviruses. 48 Nonintegrative vectors, such as adenovirus 49 or nonviral systems, plasmids, 50 proteins, 51 and mRNA, do not promote the integration of OSKM factors' cDNA into the cell genome. 50, 52, 53 Recently, new approaches were tested to induce the pluripotency, by using chemical exogenous molecules 54 or episomal vectors. 53 Episomal reprogramming seems particularly well-suited for clinical translation because it is integration-free, works reliably with patient fibroblasts and blood cells, and is based on a very simple reagent (plasmid DNA). 47 However, it has shown lower efficiency than integrative vectors. 53 In the somatic cells, promoters of pluripotency genes are highly methylated, reflecting a repressed transcriptional state. The generation of iPS cells involves the activation of these genes, and their demethylation is used to determine the success of reprogramming. 55 When exogenous pluripotency genes are introduced into the cell, they induce the expression of endogenous pluripotency genes. 56 In turn, the upregulation of endogenous factors induces the silencing of exogenous genes by methylation of the promoters. 57 The pluripotency state of iPS cells can be attested by the ability to form teratomas in vivo and the formation of embryonic bodies in vitro. Moreover, they have the ESC morphology, such as round shape, large nucleolus, and scarce cytoplasm. The molecular profile of iPS cells is very similar to ESC, expressing the pluripotency markers OCT4, NANOG, SOX2, SSEA1, SSEA3, SSEA4, TRA1-60, TRA1-81, and ALP activity. [58] [59] [60] Despite these characteristics, Takahashi and Yamanaka 17 found that iPS cells are very similar but not identical to ESC.
Many studies have confirmed the repeatability of the iPS cell process in different species such as humans, mice, 17, 45 rhesus monkeys, 61 pigs, 62 cattle, 63 horses, 64 rabbits, 65 sheep, 
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Zomer et al large cats such as the leopard, 67 and canids, 68-72 most of them being made from fibroblasts. Honda et al 65 were not able to generate iPS cells from rabbit fibroblasts, probably due to the exceptional speed of proliferation of these specific cells, which quickly reach confluence, discontinuing the differentiation. In fact, the high proliferation of donor cells seems to be detrimental to reprogramming. 46 As an alternative source, MSC derived from adipose tissue were used to generate iPS cells in mice and humans. Adipose-derived stem cells are naturally multipotent and acquire pluripotency after induction. It is described that the reprogramming of MSC into iPS cells can be achieved 200-fold more efficiently and rapidly than from fibroblasts. 73, 74 The cellular reprogramming is desired in many different biotechnology areas; therefore, many authors strive to elucidate the mechanisms involved in cell pluripotency. However, the exact mechanism remains unclear and the efficacy is very low. Two issues appear to limit the application of iPS cells: the low efficiency of transgene integration in the somatic genome and the low efficiency of the reprogramming process. 75 These factors have imposed significant limitations on their biomedical and therapeutic applications. In this context, considerable effort has been made to identify compounds that can improve the efficiency of reprogramming. 76, 77 Small molecules able to remodel chromatin and epigenetic control are being actively investigated due to their effect on reprogramming. It has been demonstrated that inhibitors of methyltransferase, histone deacetylase, and histone demethylase may increase the reprogramming efficiency rate. 76, 78, 79 In fact, it is known that inhibitors can induce partial reprogramming colonies to achieve the complete reprogramming state. 80, 81 Some molecules acting on the signaling pathways involved in self-renewal and pluripotency, such as Wnt, TGFb, and MEK, also increase such rates. [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] In addition, Esteban et al 62 showed that vitamin C, a common nutrient vital to human health, enhances the reprogramming of somatic cells to pluripotent stem cells. The addition of vitamin C to the culture medium resulted in high-quality iPS cells from mouse and human cells. This can be explained by the suppression of reactive oxygen species production, normally accumulated by somatic cells undergoing senescence.
Other strategies to increase efficiency include the reduction of transcription factors, like SOX2 and C-MYC 85 or C-MYC and KLF4, and the addition of valproic acid 74 or inhibitor of GSK-3 signaling cascade, which is a known facilitator of complete reprogramming in partially reprogrammed colonies. 78 Interestingly, Wang et al 86 enhanced the generation of iPS cells by the addition of lithium, an antipsychotic drug. This drug interacts metabolically with many pathways and promotes reprogramming by acting on GSK3β. Besides, lithium increases the expression of NANOG and facilitates iPS cell generation with just one (OCT4) or two factors (OCT4 and SOX2 or OCT4 and KLF4).
Even with the advent of new techniques, the transcriptional factor OCT4 remains a key player in the reprogramming process. In fact, OCT4 alone seems to be sufficient to induce pluripotency. 87 However, OCT4 could be replaced by nuclear receptors such as NR5a1 and NR5a2 or by a combination of microRNAs such as miR-200c, miR-302s, and miR-369s. 88, 89 Nevertheless, increasing the efficiency of iPS cell generation is crucial for future therapeutic use.
Clinical perspectives of mesenchymal and iPS cells
Stem cells normally present in the adult organism contribute to the postnatal development by replacement of lost cells due to injury, apoptosis, or physiological programmed turnover.
14 When therapeutically applied, stem cells secrete factors and promote physical repair in injured tissues. 5 MSC and iPS cells have particular characteristics (Table 1) . These features reflect the wide therapeutic potential of both cell types, each possessing its pros and cons. The ideal stem cell for transplantation should be immunologically inert, derived from sources easily accessible, with high and fast expansion in vitro, long-term survival, ability to provide integration into the host site, and able to transfect and express exogenous genes. 90 The autologous transplantation, available for MSC and iPS cell strategies, is preferred in regenerative medicine since the rejection risks are avoided. 14 The sources of both MSC and iPS cells are diverse. While MSC can be readily isolated from adult tissues and 
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Clinical applications of MSC and iPS cells easily expanded in vitro, the iPS cell technology is slightly more complex. However, pluripotency can be achieved from virtually any cell type after several days in vitro, reaching a large amount of iPS cell colonies with great therapeutic potential. Cells can be systematically transplanted by intravenous injection either by direct application at the injury site or by scaffolds, a pre-cultivated structure that keeps the cells attached to the target site. Through tissue engineering, cells cultured in scaffolds can be induced to form tissues before transplantation. There is no agreement on the most effective mode of implementation. Several authors have succeeded using stem cells intravenously 91 and through local administration. 36, 92 In these studies, authors reported a rapid migration and homing of stem cells to the injured tissues, 93 attracted by extracellular matrix signals and soluble growth factors. 27 However, Lam and Longaker 13 argue that injected cells dissipate or die in the body, and the adhesion of cells is directly related to their growth and differentiation. In this context, MSC showed better ability to migrate and engraft more easily than the iPS cells in different biomaterial models.
It is known that pluripotent stem cells require specific culture conditions to maintain an undifferentiated state. iPS cells have been cultured in 2D feeder cells (eg, mouse embryonic fibroblasts); however, these methods require extensive culture time and have high related labor cost. 94 The development of biomaterials assembling suitable culture conditions can support large-scale pluripotent cells' proliferation or differentiation not involving feeder cells. Biomaterials designed for culture or to improve self-renewal capability or cell differentiation for iPS cells and MSC have been investigated. 95 Synthetic or natural polymers and hydrogels mimicking specific 2D or 3D extracellular matrix have been used to support guided differentiation of iPS cells into specific cell lineages. 94, [96] [97] [98] These biomaterials are biologically inert and are therefore suitable to prevent allograft rejections and are the key tool for tissue engineering. In addition, the use of biomaterials colonized with pre-differentiated cells accelerates and improves the tissue regeneration.
The wide differentiation potential of the stem cells is essential for their use in multiple applications. MSC are multipotent stem cells with proven capacity to generate mesodermal cells, such as hepatocytes, myocytes, and osteocytes. iPS cells are able to generate cells from the three germ layers. In this context, the iPS cells represent a new possibility of using pluripotent stem cells, exempt from ethical implications surrounding ESC use. The capacity of teratoma formation of iPS cells can be avoided by the pre-differentiation in committed lineages. 25 The therapeutic potential of MSC is unquestionably promising as a result of their advantageous effects and safety. These cells have been studied for many human and animal diseases. They exert a paracrine effect by the secretion of growth factors such as BGF, EGF, and BDNF and work by directly differentiating into specific somatic cells. 99 In recent years, many preclinical studies have been carried out to investigate the application of stem cells for human disease, especially (neurodegenerative diseases) in animal models. 100 Stem cells improved neuron replacement and healing in animal models for Parkinson's disease, 101, 102 Alzheimer's disease, 103 epilepsy, 104 sclerosis, 105 ischemic stroke, 106 and spinal cord injury. 107 Although promising results were achieved, the mechanisms underlying cell survival, migration, homing, and differentiation in the pathological environment must be investigated before these results can be translated to humans. 100 In wound healing, MSC induces the inhibition of the inflammatory response, differentiation into skin cells, stimulation of angiogenesis, and secretion of growth factors. 35, 108 The beneficial effects of MSC were observed in cancer immunosuppression; 109, 110 in the formation of new vessels; 111 and in cardiac, 112 liver, 113 and kidney 114, 115 regeneration. In fact, MSC are extensively studied and tested in various affections, diseases, and even for cosmetic purposes. 36 Despite their valuable application for regenerating tissues, the MSC have limitations such as quick loss of plasticity during expansion. Furthermore; the MSC can be isolated from numerous adult or fetal tissues; the isolation procedures are mostly invasive, and the harvested cells are limited in number. 116 The iPS cells are obtained through noninvasive methods and can differentiate into all body cell types. Therefore, iPS cells are the most attractive stem cell source for cell therapy. 117 Due to rapid growth and high plasticity, direct transplantation of iPS cells can result in in vivo teratoma formation. The differentiation of pluripotent cells into multipotent cells prior to transplantation arises as a promising tool for safe use of iPS cells. Multipotent-like cells derived from pluripotent cells have been investigated as well as effective methods and strategies for iPS cell derived MSC establishment. 118 In recent years, the MSC derived from diverse iPS cell lines represent the effective source of multipotent cells, incorporating the advantages of both iPS cells and traditional MSC cells. 118, 119 The iPS cell-MSC have a greater proliferation capacity in vitro with no time limit. 111 They also have immunomodulatory properties similar to traditional MSC lines, and it was reported recently that they are capable of 
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Zomer et al impairing NK-cells' function to prevent graft rejection. 119 Despite their long-term survival after transplantation, 111 the iPS cell-MSC are nontumorigenic and are safe and effective for cell-based therapy.
Among the therapeutic progress of iPS cells, Christoforou et al 120 generated cardiac progenitors and cardiomyocytes capable of forming biosynthetic tissues and produced an in vitro cellular model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. 121 Currently, the investigation of pathophysiology, drug development, and toxicology studies are the major applications of these cells. 122 Several preclinical trials have been carried out evaluating the in vitro pre-differentiation of iPS cells for regeneration, as in nerve function 123 and periodontal regeneration. 124 Despite its clinical potential and the possibility to avoid rejection, immunogenic issues were present in previous attempts. 45, 125 Recent studies have demonstrated that the rejection is related to gene expression and epigenetic inheritance of reprogramming process, and not to specific characteristics of iPS cells. Therefore, increasing the production efficiency and reducing chromosomal and epigenetic alterations, could lead to the use of iPS cells in therapy without rejection issues. 126, 127 Regarding the clinical approaches, the American government recognizes more clinical trials with MSC, involving neoplasias, immunodeficiency, syndromes and others, however, a few clinical studies are recognized with iPS cells, such as hypertension and fibromuscular dysplasia. 128 Clearly, we still have a long way to go regarding iPS cell therapy, but research is advancing rapidly and is heading for satisfactory results. The potential and various possibilities of clinical applications of MSC and iPS cells are summarized in Figure 1 .
Conclusion
MSC are easily collected and maintained in culture, show a high proliferation in vitro and are nontumorigenic when transplanted in vivo. They can differentiate into several mesodermal cell types and can be used for cell transplantation or tissue engineering. The therapeutic utilization of MSC is advantageous because they are easy to collect and maintain, and a short period of time is needed between the culture establishment and clinical application. On the other hand, the pluripotency state of iPS cells can mean a wide possibility of disease treatment, and their pre-differentiation in vitro can 
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Clinical applications of MSC and iPS cells guarantee the safeness of their utilization. However, iPS cell research is still beginning to reach the preclinical and clinical stage, and much more studies are necessary to determine their therapeutic applications.
